A Circle of Trust, by Parker Palmer
Like a wild animal, the soul is tough, resilient, resourceful, savvy, and
self-sufficient: it knows how to survive in hard places. I learned about
these qualities during my bouts with depression. In that deadly darkness,
the faculties I had always depended on collapsed. My intellect was
useless; my emotions were dead; my will was impotent; my ego was
shattered. But from time to time, deep in the thickets of my inner
wilderness, I could sense the presence of something that knew how to
stay alive even when the rest of me wanted to die. That something was
my tough and tenacious soul.
Yet despite its toughness, the soul is also shy. Just like a wild animal, it
seeks safety in the dense underbrush, especially when other people are
around. If we want to see a wild animal, we know that the last thing we
should do is go crashing through the woods yelling for it to come out. But
if we will walk quietly into the woods, sit patiently at the base of a tree,
breathe with the earth, and fade into our surroundings, the wild creature
we seek might put in an appearance. We may see it only briefly and only
out of the corner of an eye - but the sight is a gift we will always treasure
as an end in itself.
Unfortunately, community in our culture too often means a group of
people who go crashing through the woods together, scaring the soul
away. In spaces ranging from congregations to classrooms, we preach
and teach, assert and argue, claim and proclaim, admonish and advise,
and generally behave in ways that drive everything original and wild into
hiding. Under these conditions, the intellect, emotions, will and ego may
emerge, but not the soul: we scare off all the soulful things, like
respectful relationships, goodwill, and hope.
A circle of trust is a group of people who know how to sit quietly "in the
woods" with each other and wait for the shy soul to show up... In such a
space, we are freed to hear our own truth, touch what brings us joy,
become self critical about our faults, and take risky steps toward change
- knowing that we will be accepted no matter what the outcome.
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